TAILOR YOUR STAY
on the dazzling coastline
Nestled on the south-eastern shoreline of Malaysia, between lush rainforests and South China Sea, One&Only
Desaru Coast is a spectacular tropical retreat spread across 128 acres of unspoilt nature and flanked by a secluded
1.5 kilometre stretch of pristine sands.
Embark on incredible adventures at One&Only Desaru Coast with a curated range of active and mindful
pursuits, discovering wildlife, local communities, and cultural wonders. Each experience during your stay can be
personally tailored for your enjoyment and can be planned to perfection to suit your preferences and requirements.

SIGNATURE

The toughest decision you’ll have to make? Which experience to try first.

BONFIRE LEGENDS

THE WARRIOR’S JOURNEY

CALL OF THE GIBBONS

Ignite your soul with stories from an
inspiring thought-leader shared around
our warming fires under the stars. Held
quarterly, this curated event features
visionaries from the world of fashion,
gastronomy, wellness and arts.

Practised since the 7th century,
UNESCO-listed Silat Melayu is
Malaysia’ best kept secret. Guided by
our Silat master, discover the art and
history of this ancient martial arts in an
intimate private lesson.

Invitation Only

RM 250 per person

Be greeted by the great call of the
White-Handed Gibbons at the break of
dawn as our resident naturalist takes
you through Panti Forest Reserve,
home to magnificent creatures like the
Dusky Leaf Monkeys, Oriental Pied
Hornbills and Malayan Cats.

Not inclusive of food and drinks.

60 minutes

RM 600 per person
Maximum 4 persons per experience.
Minimum 2 persons per experience.
Subject to weather conditions.

SIGNATURE

THE VIEW FROM THE TOP

THE REEL CATCH

Discover nature’s hidden sport in this
unique tree-climbing experience.
Ascend up some of the most
spectacular trees in the resort’s
surrounding rainforest and take in the
breathtaking views only the most
exotic birds are used to.

Set sail on a local fishing boat and
venture into one of the world’s top ten
deep sea fishing spots. Teeming with
the biggest Sailfish and Black Marlins
in the region, relish the thrill of this
seasonal adventure.

RM 100 per climb

Maximum 4 persons per experience.
Subject to weather conditions.
Only available from early August to mid
November.

WELLNESS

Children from 12 years old and above, and
with a minimum height of 120cm may
participate in this experience.
Subject to weather conditions.

RM 5,000

CHENOT SPA
Chenot Spa offers a revolutionary
scientific and holistic approach to
health and wellness, personalising
every element to your individual needs
throughout your stay.

PEDI:MANI:CURE BY
BASTIEN GONZALEZ
The uniqueness of Bastian Gonzalez’s
concept lies in the fusion of well-being
and natural beauty, giving a distinctive
approach to foot and hand treatments.

YOGA
Our expert yogi will take you through
a series of strengthening asana poses
as you gaze out from our beach
pavilion. Settings don’t come more
inspirational than this, with the warm
seas below and the blue sky above.
Complimentary
30 minutes

Private session at RM350 per person.
Choice of Hatha Yoga, Vinyasa Yoga, Yin
Yoga and Mat Pilates (60 minutes)

ACTIVE

TENNIS ACADEMY

GOLF

With a skilled personal trainer and an
exquisite training environment, a
customised training session such as
Core Stability, Boxing, Muay Thai or
TRX® will be devised based on your
specific needs.

Take your game to new heights with
some one-on-one tuition. Our resident
PBI-certified tennis coach will guide
you in tailored tennis or padel lessons,
constructively perfecting your stroke,
posture, and other aspects of play.

Leave the bustle of urban life behind
and enjoy a different pace at The Els
Club, home to two championship-level
golf courses. Hone your swing and get
tips from an international PGAcertified coach in a tailored golf class.

RM 350 per person
60 minutes

Subject to selection of programme

Subject to selection of programme

WATERSPORTS

PADI CERTIFICATION

THE CYCLE HUB

Turquoise waters from the South China
Sea wash against soft powder sands
gently for miles on end. Lap up sun
and sea with a plethora of watersports,
such as Hobie Cats, stand-up
paddleboards, jet-skiing, kite surfing
and more.

The world under the sea is one of
splendour and wonder. Learn how to
take your first breath under water and
use dive equipment in a confined
water session (pool dives) under the
direct supervision of a PADI
Divemaster.

Explore the vast surroundings of the
resort on wheels. The Cycle Hub at
Club One provides a wide range of
bikes suitable for various skill levels
and terrains, whether for the beach or
the rainforest.

Subject to selection of programme

Subject to selection of programme

ACTIVE

ONE-TO-ONE AT CLUB ONE

Complimentary

ACTIVE

MORNING RUN
Start the day with a run around the
resort’s surrounding rainforests with
the team at Club One. The session
ends with a cool down and a stretch.

NATURE

Complimentary
As per activity schedule

BIKE & BIRDS

GUIDED NATURE WALK

Encounter first-hand some of the most
spectacular birds living within the
resort on wheels. Guided by our
resident naturalist, enjoy a day of
birding while on a bicycle.

Home to over 80 species of flora and
fauna, such as the White-bellied Sea
Eagle and Milkwood Pine, our resident
naturalist will take you through a
guided tour the grounds of the resort
for an insightful stroll.

RM 150 per person

Complimentary
As per activity schedule

FOR THE YOUNG ONES

KIDSONLY

ONE TRIBE

JUNIOR CHEFS

KidsOnly has tailored, action-packed
programmes to exhilarate your kids
aged 3 to 11. They get the chance to
explore and reconnect with nature at
The EcoLab, get active at the Pelaga
Laut Playground or even do a little
round of fishing.

One Tribe welcomes teens from 11 to 17
years old in their very own exciting
chill-out space. Scheduled
complimentary activities and
organised competition invite teens to
mix and mingle with friends their own
age.

Specially designed to get kids
intrigued with flavours, textures and
smells, the Junior Chefs classes will
teach young ones healthy local dishes
under the guidance of our chefs.

Complimentary daily programs

Complimentary daily programs

THE CREATIVE STUDIO

ONE BONFIRE

KAMPUNG GAMES

Channel your inner Picasso at The
Creative Studio and partake in art
sessions in the comforts of our
sophisticated studio.

Enjoy a sunset celebration around
warming fires, with the melodies of
indigenous Malaysian music weaving
into the rhythm of the ocean waves.

Bring out your inner child and discover
the colourful traditional games that the
locals grew up with.

PEACEFUL

RM 150 per child

Complimentary
Not inclusive of food and drinks.

Complimentary

CULINARY

MALAYSIA’S LOST TALES

THE CHILLI COLLECTIVE

THE MOTHER LAB

Inspired by forgotten classic recipes,
this culinary class introduces the lost
herbs and spices back to the kitchen.
Explore the Chef’s Garden and
discover these rare ingredients,
followed with a cooking class and
lunch.

Sambal is a chilli paste that is a staple
on the local dining table. This
workshop would teach you how to
make your own bottle of sambal, using
different chilli varieties from around
the world.

The sourdough masterclass is taught
by our Chief Baker, bringing you
through the science behind the loaf.
You may even walk away with the
“mother” after!

RM 250 per person

Every Tuesday from 1pm to 3pm.

RM 250 per person

Every Wednesday from 4pm to 6pm.

RM 250 per person

CULINARY

Every Monday from 1pm to 3pm.

SUGAR & SPICE

PRESERVING LOCAL GEMS

Taught by our Pastry Chef, enter the
world of chocolate-making and pick up
intricate techniques of tempering and
moulding. Make a bar with a twist, as
Malaysian spices are introduced to
give it a complex flavour.

With the bounty of tropical fruits
available at our doorstep, this
workshop guides you into the world of
jam-making.

RM 250 per person
Every Thursday from 3pm to 5pm.

RM 250 per person
Every Thursday from 3pm to 5pm.

.

CULINARY

THE RUM TRAIL

THE ART OF FERMENTATION

Held at the Dusky Monkey bar, be
immersed into the world of rum and
infusions. Taste different drops of rum
from artisan producers and create
your own concoction with Asian
ingredients.

Fermented foods are essential for a
healthy diet and lifestyle. Learn how to
brew and maintain your very own
kombucha culture at home with this
interactive workshop.

RM 80 per person

Every Thursday from 5pm to 6pm.

Every Friday from 4pm to 6pm.

Complimentary

PULLING THE
TARIK & MUAR COFFEE
The Tarik is a local tea speciality that
involves a special “pulling” technique,
and Muar Coffee is a homegrown
brew. Try your hand at making these
Malaysian beverages in this fun
workshop.
Complimentary
Every Monday to Wednesday,
from 3pm to 5pm

